ADVANCED STUDIES PROGRAM
HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER SURVEY

The Advanced Studies program values and appreciates your responses to the following survey. Your views help us to continually improve the program.

High School: ____________________________  ECC Course Title: ____________________________
Teacher’s Name: ____________________________  ECC Course Number: ____________________________
ECC Lead Teacher: ____________________________

The statement below suggests possible influences the Advanced Studies program may have had on you. Please select one response from the frequency scale below for questions 1 - 11 and fill in the appropriate circle completely with your No. 2 pencil.

A. Excellent
B. Very Satisfied
C. Satisfactory
D. Needs Some Improvement
E. Needs Major Improvement

1. Process for approving the course
2. Interviewing/Hiring process
3. Targeting appropriate students
4. Registering the students
5. Implementing the college curriculum
6. Communication with the Advanced Studies Coordinator
7. Professional development provided by the ECC Lead faculty partner
8. Communication with the ECC Lead faculty partner
9. Use of the Advanced Studies website
10. Coherence of Advanced Studies paperwork and forms
11. Course grading procedures
12. Given the opportunity, I would teach another Advanced Studies course.
   A – Yes  B – No

Write your answers in the comments section on the scan form. Attach a separate sheet of paper if necessary.

Comment 1: What suggestions do you have for improving the Advanced Studies program?
Comment 2: What would you tell other high school teachers who are considering offering an Advanced Studies Class?